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Melted wax,

still cold –

still wax.



I want to say something but shame prevents me

yet if  you had a desire for good or beautiful things

and your tongue were not concocting some evil to say,

shame would not hold down your eyes

but rather you would speak about what is just

  – Sappho, 137th fragment, transl. Anne Carson
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For the smooth-looking

Pretending to be blank

You.

– Melted wax,

still cold – 

still wax.

For the scribbled paper

crumpled, and thrown

right into the bin.

– Open it, it’s blank,

blank, a void, yet

again. You.

For the uncrumpled, the deceiving

and the paper. 

You – 

Stamped bodies, bizarre breasts, distorted

them. You. 
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Seal the void

Of  sex

With the wax

Of  shame. 
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Here comes the Dyke,

from night to night,

a neon light, 

a smoke. 

Here comes the Dyke

and her footsteps

are glued with spit,

are marked with teeth;

She seeps from darker walls,

standing still, or walks

and disappears into the depths

of a silent subway.

Her face? you ask. 

Her clothes?

Thicker than silk, smoother than wool

that’s all you need to know. 

Here comes the Dyke, alone
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and so

that her shadow’s thinking

of leaving for good;

And in the Dyke’s shadow

rose, and fell

a sobbing girl

huddled under 

a tapestry – 

The moon’s absent, 

no lamp is lit at the window

and trains are passing by;

Here goes the Dyke, who knows

that her shadow won’t leave for now.
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She had said, and I

was sitting on the bed

I had not a right to anymore.

C’mon, I thought, you knew

this was bound to happen!

You’ve rehearsed the play over

and over again;

you know exactly

what to do.

No suitcase, yet, but eventually

they’ll probably allow you one

since she likes it when things

are done the way they ought to. 

For now, your school

backpack, your laptop, phone, and chargers – 

your textbooks, notebooks, school books

so as not to fall behind. – Remember,

you have to get out of there. 

(You know exactly 

what to do.)
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Then underwear, some pants, a shirt

and out!

You’ll stand

outside, on another street

and give her a call

she’ll surely offer shelter

for a few nights, you’ll tell her

you’ll do the dishes, take no space

and be quiet. You know

how to be quiet! 

Quick! You’re running out of time

and it’s not as if you had ever liked

this house and the whole life they’d carved out

for you anyway.

You know exactly

what to do! 

So why won’t you do it?

Now, why are you still sitting

on that bed? The cat

isn’t purring in your lap;

you have no excuses
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to delay your exit.

Quick! They want you

out, so get out, and take

your things, since you know

exactly what to do!

And the door squeaked slowly

as he stepped in, somber, looking

at the window and said:

“Dinner’s ready. She

changed her mind. You stay

but she won’t eat with you

or have contact anymore. 

Now think

of a proper apology.”

And I followed him

through their house

then sat in the kitchen

eating her dinner.
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Wearing cologne as a spittle

she cannot dissolve 

into the milky night – 

(Lit eyes, chapped lips

or maybe

gentle lips and torn eyes?)

She roams her way into

the night, the night

that won’t – that, she knows – 

hide from herself

her hideousness

But she’s there, still

moving silently

towards monsters…

And the sighing night

grows apart, em-

bracing her, as she’s moving,

still, towards

herself.
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I got scabies!

Hundreds of bugs

roam at my surface instead of dust.

My skin

lives! I am but

an offering, raw,

my bugs biting their way

into me. Don’t approach! They’re still

hungry

and their cult would madden you. 

I got scabies!

I got scurvy!

My mouth is a stink hole

half-full of black,

half-full of pus – 

I radiate rot when I tell you

about what? Love! 

I refuse acidity, I refuse intimacy

for I got scurvy!
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But wait – don’t leave!

I also got dyke disease

so do not get close

to me!

Do not touch and do not stare

or you’ll end up like me

gnawing on your lonely bones

again, and again, ripping them

apart until it all crumbles between your teeth, 

drying your throat,

and makes you cough

and makes you puke.

See this? Do not caress!

I got dyke disease.
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She passes him in a street

of the town they grew up in

and he’s wearing her body;

oh, it’s been so long, 

will he recognize her? His hair is long

too, longer than hers.  No echo

of the wet tiles is shaking 

in his eyes; no blood

spilled on the clothes, none

of her things. He’s smiling, young,

insolent – he must be at the center

of every family picture.

She passes him in the street,

and he’s wearing her body.
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Well, actually

I don’t think it was a pretty day

for her, or a pretty weather

altogether.

The limestone sky and cement waves

met only torn cloth, stained

with wine, mucus, maybe vomit. I know

what I’m talking about! And I’m saying

those rocks aren’t pretty.

Covered in dead fishes (still slimy, or carcasses already), dried-

up

algae, and seagull poop

– sticky, gross and, well,

hard to climb.

It made her nails go black

before time.

It wasn’t – at any rate – 

a pretty day.

Not that there was no sun; 
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it wasn’t cold. It wasn’t hot, either,

when she stripped the wind that

quickly reformed behind her body

pile of dirty laundry.

Really, there was nothing left

behind, and there was nothing where

the air meets water already.

Well: actually

she didn’t feel it happening

she just fell

and you know how sea is

when you fall from that high.

Torn

cloth, a broken hairpin

that wasn’t even 

made of gold. That’s about it.

I’m telling you: it wasn’t a pretty day

it wasn’t a pretty death
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it wasn’t a pretty sea

it wasn’t

pretty

pretty

pretty

pretty

pretty… 
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What’s 

home?  She’s kicking

cement debris, her feet

hurt a little bit. Looking for

home, she’s looking for 

home, for it, 

home? What’s home, even? A door

unlocked, but there’s no door, he took

it away. Home – the maybe

very stomach convulsions

of proximity. Home – 

where the body eats itself

from the inside out?

There are 

shoes on the porch, there is

laundry in the sunlight. Where’s 

home?

(Is it where

you pace your time away

in circles of dead grass?

Is it contempt?
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Eating on the floor

under glassy looks?)

What’s home? She’s kicking 

those debris still – around is

a remaining town and sitting at her window,

a widow;

“Come here, come near”, she says

and as she approaches, adds:

“Home

Is just an intense hole.”
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Reluctant death, repelled

by a cat’s tongue,

licked away by its

worried peace – 

Reluctant death, whirling

around the bed, stiffened

and mute

Reluctant death, with her plain 

refusal – 

Where are you now?

Do you want me 

to walk away?

Trying again, and again

to grab your arm 

or any belongings of yours – 

but still, gently,

putting me to bed, singing

the hollow lullaby of sorrow

from the far end
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of your throat.

Reluctant death, doesn’t 

your patience know an end?

Reluctant death – 

your hands make my hair

grow shinier.
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Let her sleep, with her (for now!) calm fists

the nails of which

aren’t poking holes in her palms… 

Sleep doesn’t make things appear,

she cannot see us, looting

her past years – 

Let’s see, what’s there?

Corridors, corridors, high school 

corridors and bathroom stalls;

and nothing but silence

and some sharp words. She’s not

moaning in her sleep. Let’s unpack!

Here we have the girl

huddled under a tapestry, we met her before, 

do you remember? Hi; she doesn’t 

see us. Good. Why is she 

sobbing? Little girl, no, how old is she?

Sixteen, apparently. There is this
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magnificent tapestry, its colors

fading, it depicts

a unicorn and a blonde woman in a green dress. Now,

why are you crying?

I’m a monster, she’s uttering, I’m a monster, I’m a monster, I’m 

a monster,

I’m a monster, she keeps saying, I’m a monster, let’s get out

of there, shall we?

Still asleep, alright. Now, we’re in the corridors we caught sight

of,

and they’re full

of teenagers. She arrives – and suddenly

everyone falls silent for an instant

and then whispers to each other

as she walks through them all. 

Dyke! They say. Dyke!

She’s

impervious, 

her face stays still, but her eyes maybe

are a bit too wide and her lips
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a bit too narrow. There’s a book

in her right hand, and her knuckles

are a yellowish shade of white. 

She’s walking through them. Dyke!

Now – but we’re alone: she just

sighed in her sleep, let’s 

keep going. Now, apparently,

we’re in a moving car. She’s older,

seventeen, it seems, maybe eighteen. Four people

are in the car, and they’re laughing, heading to 

a party. She’s sitting on the far right

of the back seat, a plate of cookies

in her lap. The driver’s a girl

her age, a year older maybe, and says

she’s gonna pick up one of her friends

to drive her home. The car stops, it smells

like vanilla, and a girl sits right next to her on the back seat. 

And the driver says to her friend: pay attention, don’t sit

that close to her, or you’ll catch

dyke disease! And they’re all 
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laughing, as the plate of cookies

is shaking and she sits right there. Dyke!

Now – but wait, it’s almost morning already

let’s leave, we’ll come back later, let her wake up, 

soaking in shame. 

Dyke!
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Sleeping hill, sleeping hill

at day and night

at gray and bright –

sleeping hill, sleeping hill

what did you say?

Sleeping hill, you’re still, my dear,

covered in trash. Sleeping hill – 

where did you stay?

Sleeping hill, sleeping hill,

tell me, with your grounded sincerity

who is the stray?
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A nice portrait, really, of the one who’s always walking!

Don’t you get tired anymore? Because I do,

let me tell you, I’m tired

of you walking, of you sobbing, 

of you reading! Don’t you know

any other verbs?

You stop only to dream

about empty spaces, empty beaches, 

empty seas, emptiness.

Aren’t you tired? Even monsters, even 

brightly-colored monsters just like you

get tired and sleep sometimes. Maybe not 

at night, maybe not in a bed – but they forget.

Now you – are both asleep and awake, crowned

by isolation, wearing

clear glass instead of skin, being you

and being the watchman following you. 

Look what you made me do. Those lines

are blurred. Because you won’t stay

at your place! Look – 
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you sprained your ankle

by kicking the pedestal. Look! Where is 

your shame? The streaming coat of shame? Where did you last

see it?

Your thoughts are clear, 

(I won’t call you dear)

and your thoughts are shit,

even in bed, even lying. 
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What are you, exactly? I’m on the train

and people are quiet 

there’s no sky the cement’s gray but the 

machine that make it gray are pink themselves

I can feel you, and know

that you’re a voice, just

time passing by. I wanted

to write a poem but you stole it

to make it yourself

I am nothing but a walking one, you say

my phone died I am alone

without my love who lives far away

in another city

You follow me, and you think

“Yes, this is about sex, and this

is a metaphor about inadequacy, 

reclaimed monstrosity, yes

this is about the space 
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between your thighs or between you

and what you think is you”

You 

describe. That’s what you do, right?

You’re not even a voice, true voices

speak clumsily and spit sometimes. Really, 

you’re not even time, and I am not

her voice either. 

You’re quiet, too, suddenly. 

Do you direct

what I write? Are you an auteur

of your own life too? Making me write

in italics. Oh, why so quiet?

You’re in it too, and don’t think

you know enough

to stop time. 

I don’t even know

what pedestal you were talking about. What I see is a train
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full of tired grumpy people

in the middle of their morning commute

I’m the emotional one, you think – and will stay in italics

to emphasize your cleverness

Do you think

you’re God?

It wasn’t you I called

in the quietest moments.

It wasn’t you.
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You know I just wanted you

to be a little prettier. 

You whine and wail all day

“I’m ugly!” “I’m a monster!”

Well, a bit of help can do no harm, can it, now?

Sure, shock value is certainly a thing, and dirty stairs

are no pedestal. But

who knows that? You, only you. Maybe a few others. You’re 

closed and locked up,

you do remember the hospital, don’t you? Now I agree, 

spinach-colored pajamas are not what suits you best. But, 

enough!

Please, stop making that face. You’re not a teen anymore, you 

were no rebel

at fifteen, you won’t be one now. It gets old, anyway. As you 

do. As I do. 

So, is that my crime? Putting glossier words on desperate 

things?

They’re blind, they’re fed poetry. They’re

used to it already!
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Understand it. I just want to help you

build in those running waters. A pretty one. 

Isn’t it what you’ve always wanted?

Stop crying. We’ll pluck your eyebrows – 

and stay still! So we can see you. 

Take the light! Here. I’m telling you – 

this is poetry. This is how

they do it. 
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No, I don’t think you get it – 

I could be pretty – I could behave

like pretty girls do, all smooth,

all shiny. Beauty is merely

a participation trophy.

It gets old, too. I have been

pretty before – now I’m worn 

out.

You do remember, too, how it felt

to be called an angel during Christmas office

because of your soft humble voice 

singing a cappella in a white dress!

I was, then, both the angel and the beast. It gets old. I got 

older.

Now the pictures

tire me.
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No, no! Look again, what

did you write?

Sure, you don’t want to be pretty – 

but the monsters? Scabies and scurvy, big deal!

Just another poser. You know damn well

being a monster isn’t more freeing than

being pretty. Same coin, two faces – disheveled bodies or 

nicely braided hair. 

Still – you’re bite-sized, product of laughter and shrieking.

The monster must behave – 

The maiden must behave – 

The jester must behave.

The Dyke for sure is the one

whose faces are all faded. 
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But why, then – tell me why! 

I did write something that fell 

into the flameless void. My hands hurt

it was something like

“… But the maiden, 

young and fair, 

looked away;

But the unicorn,

pure ivory, snorted – 

Mercy for the monster!

(It calls; it wails; it sobs.)”

all of this, crumbling – 

why do I keep building

fountains nobody wishes?

What’s left is drought, what’s here

is flood. Why do I keep

the sun over my back, my nose
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in rotting waters?

Why do I keep?
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Oh, don’t act like

you’re crying for help. You merely

ask the answers already. Give them

what they asked for! Why do you think

they read lesbian poetry?

Drama, childhood

trauma, tragic. You started 

well, with one of your coming-out stories. Tragic

with death, suicide, drama with

the psych ward and friends’ betrayals, good, will you

cry out for God now? Yeah, I know,

you wrote a poem about it already,

I haven’t read it yet but I know you did – 

what’s missing now is teen love, 

a perverse destructive love you’d have to 

exorcise, you do have it, right? I know you do.

Which one? The girl who died? The one you called Raven?

Manipulation, dazzled words, body

punishment. Select one! They don’t have time

to read them all. They have a life, you know.

We have trauma, you “passed him on the street”, 
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they expected it. What else? No, don’t 

answer. I too can ask the answers. Stop clinging

to the ideals of purity. The names! Names! 

Give us the names!

(I still don’t know

how to act, how to make 

distress look vain)

What was your poem

about God, again? It goes

with the one about death. Write it down

for me, for them. I bet

it’s touching. 
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I did cry out, I can show you

if you think they’d like it. 

“So, yeah, uh

here we are I guess?

God, so that’s what, how, sorry

they call you back where I’m from. Nice place, 

right? Your creation, all that jazz. Tell me, 

I know you’re busy, I know

it’s so great to manage already, get the opportunity I mean

to talk to you. So!

Tell me, why did I get to live

for so long? Why did you

allow that? They made me

so heavy with their sins. Oh, I know

it wasn’t for all of humanity, but still

I was only human, a child only, 

weren’t children supposed 

to be protected? The first to enter

at the not-so-pearly gates? What

enabled them to go on for so long? I don’t know, that’s what

they told me at Sunday school, oh I know
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it’s been so long since

I last visited. But! 

Why didn’t you let me stay dead

for the three consecrated days? Why

did you let me die for two days

only? This wasn’t enough

to achieve sanctity, was it?

I came back, but

no seat was reserved

for me at your table… 

Why? You know damn well I

would have made an excellent prophet if you only

had taken just a little bit of interest in me. 

Are you still there? I can’t see your face, yeah, I know,

mortals even dead ones can’t bear the sight of their Holy Dad 

or something but please

listen to me. I was

more than ready to play this part!

Don’t you remember the injustices? Don’t you remember

all the times I got beaten up, nailed on

the cross of shame and did nothing?
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I stood there. I just stood. And I

did nothing to stop them. That’s what I thought

he would have done!

Why am I there? What more could I’ve possibly done? I stayed 

dead

for two days only. The doctors said

it was a miracle. 

God, am I

miraculous? I’ve always known

three days is the correct amount of time

to stay dead. Nobody reached out

to claw me out of death! I just

woke up by myself and rolled

the boulder of blankets

at the foot of the bed. And life

went on. As usual. 

Don’t you love

your scapegoat? 

Tell me – 

what could I’ve done 

to be holy?
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Why are you shooing me

back to Earth? Haven’t I earned

your embrace, yours or

death’s? I’m not picky, I choose

Anyone who’s willing

to carry me. 

Wait! The sun’s shining again, my face

is a mess. But please! Are you still there? 

God, are you listening?”
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So, in a way

I learn to live

with the voices that contradict

and do nothing but yell

and cry – I walk, I wanted 

to write but the sentences 

(not words, sentences)

do nothing but fixate

a conflict that’s over already

not that it’s done, not that

peace has been granted – 

but they discuss 

another matter now. 

So maybe you 

articulate looks until

they all fall out of  grace

But grace 

isn’t a goal. I’m 

not graceful. I become

yet another voice even when I try
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to write my way 

into this or outside

of  it. 

Sitting, perhaps, 

near a river – not even going to call it singing

Ancient poetry that's desiccated but still

alive when she pronounces it and

it all sounds like home and my name

is but another word, not even

a talisman. I a maybe judge

third probable head guarding

the entrance

would be the middle voice – 

It's not done yet, 

I'm not done, I still

don't know who the voices were, will I

ever know it? Should

this poem be italicized? Who speaks? Who speaks? Who did

speak for now? Who will?
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The psychiatrist asked me

how it feels like when she comes back I heard how

does it feel when she comes back home? She’s 

wandered a lot she’s a stray who comes at night

like she meant to but

I don’t know how to answer the question I say

I’m scared and I can’t sleep but really

she’s got death behind her or beneath and

she tells me all about it and how

smooth it was when she reached it which is

maybe why there’s a pure white light

between or behind her teeth and she

doesn’t cast any shadow

Then there’s the one who’s never stared at death

she comes in early in the morning the psychiatrist

tells me I’m scared of  losing

control which is why I don’t sleep (there’s no me

there’s no we there’s a light with no shadows only)

She tried to grab my hand tried to introduce me to death but

I never knew how to react when meeting someone new so

I just spat out shadow I think

that death watches over me but how do I explain this
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The psychiatrist gave me meds that make me puke and faint

but the door’s invisible door’s locked 

so she’s away at night always

she’s still a stray and

I can sleep

I sleep again I take my pills

I miss the light between her teeth 
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I think we are

just the crossing of  the lake

a lake that can’t be crossed 

still runs through us

its waters still

there’s a room you forgot

in which lie shards of  all sorts

you’d lie by saying they’re rotten 

or sharp enough to cut 

the very fabric of  language

there are others. People. I tell

the stories that claw

and cry out 

on which I haven’t put the gentle words yet but

think it’s enough to have them

turned into entertainment 

I’d believe I'm weaved out

of  this laughter and

it's funny how
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crazy I am I used

to lie down in the highway after school

I used to talk to a goddess

I used to have three pedophile stalkers

but we grasped their teeth the stories are

(are they even stories I don't remember making them out

of  grammar and meaning it just had happened)

unarmed now I know

when and where to put the words

so as not to frighten others

so as to show I’m a tamed one

there's a room maybe

I haven't seen it yet

the woods cross you you cross the woods

(it's all a metaphor

I don’t know if  I ever saw)

I think we don't examine

what crosses us I don't mean

it in a therapy kind of  way

make your life brighter make it colorful
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follow the tips of  some new man you saw on the internet

I mean we have this little stream we can dig in

I know I won't find any gold

as I stand here crouching with sore limbs and my empty bucket

as I sit here near the river

what I'm looking for is the current

the current that comes and goes

in the room lie shards

that could cut through

all of  my limbs and also

through the current 

I should tell you

about the one I abandoned
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(Meanwhile I knew your approach your descriptions 

that were orders already

were but a fear it hurts I know 

– how curious we are – 

it still does

But I am just a shadow she

is away still. Nor internal nor external

her monologues were never

and she’s away. She comes at night

but you live in eternal day.)
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Well you see

the thing with the Dyke is

she only exists in a language I’m not fluent in

yet

There was this time I almost drowned 

in a lake first day of  May but

water’s still cold water’s still dark

My language had abandoned me

I stood up I still do

before frosted glass

current had 

been dried up or maybe

redirected the Dyke

didn’t exist at the time

And I grew defiant

of  the spring that had clogged

first step towards her

Now the frosted glass’ been tagged with

words I cannot write

my name was a slur everything 

I thought had a slurry taste 

But the Dyke still
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didn’t exist yet

Will I ever know her?

Am I really looking for her?

Rather than cleaning

the frosted glass 

I left it behind left it

for a clearer one

(I fear I really do the spring that clogged some time ago)

Is my current 

a pond now? I 

won’t check I still

hold that grudge I know

they put something in those waters

that almost drowned me

Still, I didn’t break

the frosted glass.
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… And now

she escaped again. Where is

the poetry in this? You,

italics – were too passive;

her shadow only, no sense

of  initiative. And you!

Aggressive to the point

reading’s painful, obscene – 

that’s all you are. 

Even I – what am I but your arguments

Italics crying too sweet

Calibri yelling too sour – even I

got distracted and am standing up

in front of  what I made

muddy river and frosted glass

Now be quiet – she is

in the very flowing of  those

perhaps poems – only 

you can find her now. 

Where to look? You may ask. Watch

the night, I say

follow it, the Dyke’s not alone anymore
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ask for her – 

ask the night! 

Now that 

all of  wax and most of  shame melted away

both colder than the beginnings 

(Is this 

what you’d expected?)

ask the night!

Clear water, still water, please

do tell me about the Dyke.
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